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XPdne K]pd b_]ef
pdau d]` pk _kia pk qo ]o nabqcaao,
E]rejc Filkoa` pdeo b]pa kj pdai* sa
kbpcb_p pk oaa pd]p pda h]jcq]ca eo lna+
oanra` Fj pdeo _kqjpnu, Pej`dZ iqop
ebJ `eo]lla]n bnki pda i]l ]j` _qh+
pqna kb Fj`e], Qdana eo ]hok pda _h]ei
kb kqn J]jelqne ^napdnaj ]j` sepd
pd]p F sehh ^a _kj_hq`ejc9 pdana ]na ]
bas kpdan h]jcq]cao oq_d ]o P]jpd]h

, , &Fjpannqlpekjo' Ekj, Jai^ano
e$]u pdejg ep ]o ] fkga, Ckn ia ep eo
>i]ppan kb lne`a pd]p pdeo _kqjpnu d]o
oq_d ] ne_djaoo kb _qhpqna, Pk* kqn
]ppepq`a pks]n`o Bjcheod odkqh` ^a
pd]p, Qdeo eo iu ]lla]h pk dei8 da
i]u pdejg kj_a ]c]ej ^abkna lnaooejc
pdeo Oaokhqpekj sdapdan sa _]j ck
Snepd pda olenep kb pda ]iaj`iajp
sde_d iu M]npu d]o ikra`, >iaj`+
iajp kb pda @kjopepqpekj odkqh` jkp
^a lea_aia]h9 ep odkqh` ^a ] _kilna+
dajoera kja, Ta odkqh` lnkre`a bkn
pda kpdan h]jcq]cao ]hok, Eksokaran
oi]hh ] _kiiqjepu i]u ^a* ep d]o pda
chknu kb ^aejc ^knj ej Fj`e], F s]o
^knj dana9 pdeo h]j` lnaoanra` iu
e`ajpepu ]j` dahla` ia, Qda >jchk+
Fj`e]j odkqh` baah lne`a ]j` fku sde_d
da land]lo `kao jkp baah pk`]u, Pk*
ukq odkqh` atpaj` pdeo olenep pk
Pej`de* P]jpd]h* O]f]opd]je ]j` J]je+
lqne, Iap qo p]ga pdeo ]ppepq`a, F
sehh* pdanabkna* lha]` sepd dei* d]r+
ejc lha]`a` sepd pda Ekqoa* pd]p sa
odkqh` jkp pnu pk oaag pk ]iaj` pda
@kjopepqpekj lea_aia]h9 ^qp hap qo
_kjoe`an pdeo ]j` pnu pk >j` ] okhq+
pekj, Qd]jg ukq ranu iq_d,

Aea Mneia Jejeopan ]j` Jejeopan kb
Btpanj]h >bb]eno &Pdne G]s$d]nh]h
Kadnq'8 Jn, Aalqpu+Pla]gan* Pen* pdeo
`a^]pa d]o ckja kj bkn ] b]enhu _kjoe+
`an]^ha peia ]j` F d]` ejpaj`a` jkp
pk l]npe_el]pa ej ep, Kkp ^a_]qoa F ]i
jkp cna]phu ejpanaopa` ej pda oq^fa_p
^qp necdp bnki pda ^acejjejc* F d]`
bahp pd]p ej pdeo l]npe_qh]n `a^]pa*
aranu Jai^an odkqh` ^a bnaa pk at+
lnaoo dep reaso ]j` cera deo rkpa ]o
da _dkoa sepdkqp ]ju* eb F i]u o]u
ok* l]npu lnaooqnao kn sdelo kn ]ju+
pdejc Rg( pd]p, >j` F pdkqcdp pd]p*
araj pdkqcd F d]` i]`a pd]p ,_ha]n
]j` ep eo `a]n* land]lo* eb F olkga*

Fj pda Ab`ama P_da`qha
kb pda @kjopepqpekj

pd]p epoahb iecdp ^a okia gej` kb ej+
`ena_p lnaooqna* ]hpdkqcd F `k jap
s]jp ep pk ^a ok, ?qp `qnejc pda h]op
oaooekj* bneaj`o lnaooa` ia pk l]npe+
_el]pa ej pdeo `a^]pa p]` F lnkieoa` pk
`k ok ]j` F ]i* pdanabkna* bqahhejc
iu lnkieoa,

Qk okia atpajp F d]ra pnea` pk
lnal]na iuoahb bkn pdeo ^r na]`ejc
h]op arajejc Jn, Cn]jg >jpdkjuão
olaa_d sdaj da ikra` pdeo Oaokhqpekj
]j` ]hok okia kpdan olaa_dao, Q]aj
F sajp ^]_g pk pda na_kn`o kb pda
@kjopepqajp >ooai^hu sdaj pdaoa
h]jcq]ca i]ppano _]ia ql nj` ]ikjc
kpdan olaa_dao* F na]` iu ksj sde_d
F i]`a ]hikop at]_phu paj ua]no ]ck
ej Palpai^an* /726, F b F i]u ^a lan+
ieppa` pk o]u ok* s]o n]pdan oqn+
lneoa` pk oaa sd]p ] ckk` olaa_d F
d]` i]`a pdana, >j` F bej` pd]p na]hhu
F d]ra heppha pk ]`` pk ep kn pk r]nu
ep ej ]ju s]u,

Ju ]llnk]_d pk pdeo mqaopekj eo jkp
de``aj, F d]ra nala]pa` ep kj
r]nekqo k__]oekjo, Fp eo jkp
]j ]llnk]_d kb pdkoa sknpdu _kh+
ha]cqao kb kqno sdki F skqh` _]hh
pda Eej`e ajpdqoe]opo* jkn eo ep pda ]l+
lnk]_d kb pda kpdan _khha]cqao sdk
]na pda Bjcheod ajpdqoe]opo, Manokj]h+
hu* F ]i ]j ajpdqoe]op bkn ^kpd8 Eej`e
]j` Bjcheodásdaj F o]u Eej`e* F
ia]j pda Fj`e]j h]jcq]cao ]hokálnk+
re`a` pdau bqj_pekj ej pdaen lnklan
`ki]ejo ]j` oldanao, F `k jkp oaa
]ju na]h _kjbhe_p, Qdana i]u ^a kran+
h]llejc, Ka_aoo]nehu* h]jcq]cao kran+
h]l, Qd]p eo jkp d]nibqh, Qdau d]ra
] ckk` abba_p kj a]_d kpdan ^qp sa
odkqh` ]rke` pdeo ]llnk]_d kb _kj+
bhe_p* ]o eb pda ]`r]j_a kb kja h]jcq+
]ca okiadks _nqodao pda kpdan, F
na_kcjeoa pd]p ej pda l]op kb Fj`e]*
Bjcheod s]o qj`kq^pa`hu ]j eilkoa`
h]jcq]ca ^u pda lksan pd]p `kiej]p+
a` kran Fj`e], Qdanabkna* sdeha kj
pda kja d]j` ep ^nkqcdp ]j` klaqa`
kqp sej`kso kb gjksha`ca* ap_, ep ]hok
d]` pd]p opejc ej epákb ^aejc #h]jcq+
]ca* oeppejc ]j pda pkl kb kqn ksj
h]jcq]ca( ]j` kqn ksj _qhpqn]h pn]+
`epekjo, Qd]p eo pnqa, Q^ s<ja atpajp
pd]p jbaiktu hejcano p^kq[^ sa odkqh`
pnu pk cap ne` kb ep ]j` _kjoe`an pdaoa
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matters more objectively and imper
sonally.

In the course of the debate, many 
aspects of the language issue have 
been referred to although it is w$ll to 
remember that Mr. Anthony’s Reso
lution only touches one small aspect 
of it; it does not cover the rest It 
is true also that the moment you 
touch these matters, immediately you 
shake up a hornet’s nest and ell kinds 
of things—not only language but all 
kinds of suspicions in people's minds, 
fears—come up and rather come in 
the way of calm and logical thought 
One cannot help, therefore, looking at 
this relatively small matter ui this 
larger context Nevertheless, let us 
consider it m the smaller context

Shn Nath Pai, who was just speak
ing, appealed with eloquence for our 
helping the Anglo-Indian community 
to maintain their individuality and all 
that I am all with him I just do 
not see, however, how thii particular 
amendment this way or that way 
helps or hinders It is a very very 
minor matter from the point of view 
of maintaining their individuality I 
am all for it There are other forces 
that play in India which will help 
m maintaining it and otner forces 
which will come in the way; because, 
naturally, all kinds of forces came to 
unify India, came to mix us up with 
each other, and I hope—I am not 
talking of the Anglo-Indian com
munity, but all of us—that these forces 
which mingle and commingle us will 
grow and not keep us in watertight 
compartments as they do still, and 
compartments of caste, and the like 
will actually vanish. If that happens, 
no doubt, that kind of thing will affect 
the Anglo-Indian community also, and 
I think it is a good thing if it hap
pens, not by any pressure but by the 
natural process of racial integration 
and all that.

This particular resolution really 
has no real effect on that, because I 
McOgnise that English is and should 
be considered the mother tongue of the

of the Constitution 
Anglo-Indian community. By putting; 
it in this liart you do not make it more 
•or less a mother tongue, it is that. 
And, as the House knows, our policy 
is to encourage education in the 
mother tongue, whatever it is. We go 
about in the North-East Frontier 
Agency teaching people in their tribal 
languages Some of them are very 
imperfect, not developed, neverthe
less, we think it important to start 
their primary education in their own. 
language If you start in any other 
language, Assamese, Hindi or what
ever it may be—these languages come 
at a later stage—there is an element 
of difficulty, of foreignness to the 
child If you do that in the case o f 
the tribal languages, surely in the 
case of the more developed languages 
that is even more important. Surely, 
in the case of English it is very im
portant. For people who consider Eng
lish as their mother tongue',—well, it 
is for them to decide—it is their 
mother tongue and they should be 
given every facility for that.

Shn Anthony referred in his speech, 
I think, to the so-called Anglo-Indian 
schools I do not personally know 
much about them, so I dare not say 
much; but without knowing much I 
would say this, that any *acility for 
Anglo-Indian education should be 
maintained, should be continued and 
should be facilitated necessarily.

Now, it must be remembered that 
the Eighth Schedule of the Constitu
tion containing the list of 14 langu
ages is certainly not an exhaustive 
Schedule of Indian languages. Obvi
ously, not There are other languages 
which are not mentioned there, quite 
a number. In fact, in the amend
ments to this resolution I see odd 
languages mentioned saying that they 
should be included. Therefore, you 
must not consider that the non-men
tion of a language means that it is 
not an Indian language or is not a 
language used in India. That is not 
correct.

Take another language not to ttttidh 
used in India. There are tfenty Of
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Indiana who have french u  their 
mother tongue in Pondicherry and 
•elsewhere*. We have promised to 
honour French in Pondicherry and to 
encourage U. We are encouraging It, 
and it is the language of that little 
State of Pondicherry todajh educa
tion, law, judiciary, medical, teaching 
and other matters are done in French 
there. What will happen In the dis
tant future I do not know. It may 
■be that before too long a very consi
derable number of Portuguese-speak
ing people will also be within our 
■country. Many are within our coun
try today, outside Goa. But, no 
doubt, Goa will come, and wc have 
even now given the assurance that 
the Portuguese language of Goa will 
be honoured. We respect it and it 
will be a language of India in so far 
as those people are concerncd.

So my outlook is somewhat differ
ent. I am not referring, of course, to 
all the other languages which are 
more typically Indian all over the 
place. There is Sindh i, a very im
portant language. Sind may have 
gone, but a large number of Sindhi- 
speaking people of eminence have 
come here with their language. Be
cause of that, you know, so far as the 
Sahitya Akadami is concerned, deli
berately we have included English 
and Sindhi in our list, because we were 
dealing with a practical problem of 
encouraging the publication of book in 
languages which we considered to be 
of importance to India. We had the 
whole list, of course, of the Eighth 
Schedule, and we had English and 
Sindhi. That is all right. It shows our 
friendly attitude to encourage Eng
lish; not at the expense of the 14 or 
any other—of course not—but we felt 
that English had a peculiar import
ance—not because, if I may say so 
with all respect, the Anglo-Indian 
community considered it their mother 
tongue, but for wider reason; because 
it has been and will continue to be a 
window to us to all kinds of activi
ties,—thinking etc. Therefore, we in
cluded it, and one of our chief pur
pose In the Sahitya Akadami is to

translate from one Indian language to 
another, translate from English to an 
Indian language, translate d ®  u  
Indian language to English etc.. and 
Quit# a number of translations have 
come out.

Now, therefore, my first point is '.hat 
the Eighth Schedule is not an ex
clusive list of Indian languages. It is 
a list of the more widespread, if you 
like, Indian languages, spoken by 
large numbers of people. There are 
quite a number which are not includ
ed, which are very much Indian 
languages. Secondly, so far as educa
tion etc. are concerned, we lay stress 
on the mother tongue, not on the 14 
languages but on every other mother 
tongue that is in India—certainly on 
English, certainly on French, certain
ly on Portuguese, leave out the typi
cal Indian languages, and certainly or. 
the tribal languages—so that there 
should be and there is i.o burden on 
the Anglo-Indian community or any
body who consider English or any 
other language as their mcther tongue.

Now, there is article 347 of the 
Constitution. It says:

“On a demand being made in 
that behalf, the President may, if 
he is satisfied that a substantial 
proportion of the population of a 
State desire the use of any langu
age spoken by them to be recog
nised by that State, direct that 
such language shall also be 
officially recognised throughout 
that State or any part thereof for 
such purpose as he may specify.”

"Any language”, not a language of the 
Eighth Schedule. It is the right of 
people speaking any language, if they 
are sufficient in numbers, to request 
the President to declare it as the 
officially recognised language for that 
area. He may do that. And it is 
obvious that this is not confined to 
the 14 languages; any language can 
come. It is a different matter wlw*
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ther conditions prevail for any other 
language to be so, but the point is 
that the Constitution definitely thinks 
not of the 14 languages mentioned in 
the Eighth Schedule only but also of 
other languages And, so far as 
English is concerned, of course, it is 
mentioned m the Constitution in 
various places rather specially

As Shn Anthony himself said, this 
question of language whenever it 
comes up rather clouds our vision be
cause of our emotion There are 
psychological and other reactions to 
it, and that is the real reason for this 
kind of debate, otherwise, I do not 
think it makes much difference if you 
add or subtract a language because 
that is not an exclusive list, as I said

It is true that the Indian languages 
have suffered psychologically and 
otherwise, yet they have gained a 
great deal too naturally from contacts 
with the wider world They have
suffered to a large extent

Some hon Member I forget who it 
was, perhaps it was Shn Nath Pai or 
somebody else, who said—

Mr Deputy-Speaker Pandit Braj
Narayan "Brajesh"

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru. He put the
idea that a person who knows English 
is a superior person to a person who 
does not know English They have 
suffered from that to an extent and 
still they suffer to a certain extent 
it is gradually going away, but it is 
still there, and there is a bad thing 
That kind of feeling is a bad thing

I am rather partial to English I 
consider English important, not, if I 
may say so, for many of the reasons 
advanced here—those reasons, I think, 
are relatively unimportant—but for 
some entirely different reasons But 
I do think that it is a bad thing if 
in India this feeling perseveres, that a 
person who does not know English he 
may be a scholar in his own language 
—is  somehow infenor to the other 
person who knows very imperfect
English or whatever it Is.

of the Constitution 
As Hob. Member: There is a feeling 
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru. That is not 

a good feeling In fact I go further 
I think it is quite essential that a 
person, even though he belongs to 
some rather primitive group, who
ever he may be—though you might 
think that he belongs to some rather 
primitive group—must respect his own 
cultum. If you go and deal with 
some of the tribal folk—the tribal folk 
of course differ greatly, some of them 
are highly advanced and some are 
not—the first thing, I believe, is to 
make them respect themselves, never 
make them have contempt for them
selves or their people It is a bad 
thing When I say that about the 
tribal folk, how much more does it 
apply to others’  There has been 
this feeling and there has been this 
separation m India of the so-called 
English-knowing and the English- 
speaking people from the masses of 
humanity m India, whether they are 
Hindi speaking or Marathi-speaking 
or Bengali-speaking or Tamil-speak- 
mg That of course is partly going 
but it has been there and that has to 
be very definitely removed A scholar 
of Hindi or Tamil is infinitely better 
than a person who knows indifferent 
English, obviously he is better He 
knows something well 

Take another aspect of it Whether 
you like it or not I like it The 
medium of instruction m India is 
becoming an Indian language, of a 
region or of the State, call it what 
you will There is no doubt about it 
The real importance of English in the 
past was that it was the medium of 
instruction Many of us have grown 
up learning it as a medium of ins
truction We cannot get out of it, 
but the next generation is getting out 
of it The generation after that will 
be completely out of it, and that is the 
real change that is coming, not your 
Schedules and all that The medium 
of instruction is Hindi or Tamil or 
Telugu or Marathi or Gujarati or 
Bengali or whatever it is Progres
sively it is coming like that I do not 
wish to force the pace anywhere
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about university education With One 
linguage. I do not ktfow. I should 
like that. But I do not Want Parlia
ment or the law to force the pace. I 
Want things to develop naturally, im
bibing the good things of the past and 
the present, because I dislike pressure 
itt the case of language. 1  dislike 
imposition in the case of language. 
Therefore I dislike Hindi enthusiasts 
trying to impose Hindi. I dislike it. 
Well, equally I dislike the idea of 
imposing English. I feel all these 
things should be allowed to grow 
naturally, giving a certain help and 
direction now and then and allow 
things to be developed.

Now, tiie major change that has 
come over India is that the medium of 
instruction has become—in the 
schools, high schools, it has already 
become—the language of the State 
English is used certainly,—a good 
thing too—and I am all for it espe
cially in the universities. But the 
medium of instruction in the regional 
language is a big break linguistically 
from the past It does not matter 
where you put it in, in what Schedule, 
or what the Official Language Com
mission says or does They are import
ant for their own reason but the real 
thing is that the medium of instruc
tion has changed. Therefore, you can 
only consider English as a secondary 
language, or if you like, a compulsory 
secondary language; if you like, a 
highly important language, a language 
which is not the medium of instruc
tion but which is learnt as a separate 
foreign language That has become 
inevitable. I think it is right.

there are certain risks and dangers 
in all this—linguism or the languages 
developing and becoming rather autar
chies or developing certain separate
ness. There are certain risks. We 
cannot ignore them and we should 
deal with them. We should 
fight that tendency; but, mind you, 
we cannot ftgfit it by trying to come 
in the Way of the developing of the 
regional language*, that is a Wrong

way. We must encourage their fullest 
development because I believe it is 
through that development that they 
can come together and Come nearer to 
each other; not by one language try* 
in# to pnsh the other like the exceed
ingly futile debate for a generation or 
two generations or more that took • 
place in Uttar Pradesh or the old 
United Provinces about Hindi and 
Urdu and each so-called language,— 
the languages may be more or less the 
same with minor differences—not try
ing for its own growth but trying to 
smother the other, trying to sit on the 
other and trying to blame and con
demn the other It is an amazing 
thing, but it goes on still to some 
extent. Some Hindi enthusiasts get 
angry if somebody speaks of Urdu not 
knowing that they cut their own hands 
and feet by talking against Urdu, 
because Hindi and Urdu help each 
other. They do not hinder each other; 
they help each other, add to the 
growth of each, and the moment you 
try to hinder the one you hinder 
yourselves from growing

Therefore, I think we have to take 
that nsk, the risk of language sepa
ratism. There is no help for it. I 
think we shall get over it undoubted
ly, but we should get over it if we 
encourage the right tendencies and 
not impose our will on others

Now, take Hindi. Hindi is at pre
sent objected to by many people in 
the South Why? Well, because of 
a feeling of imposition and not 
because they are against Hindi. As a 
matter of fact I think there are vast 
numbers of people in the South learn
ing Hindi and learning it very well. 
The process is going on, but the 
moment you talk of any kind of im
position, quite rightly they get angry. 
And, therefore, all talk of imposition 
must go. I should go further and tell 
then), if they do not want to learn 
Hindi let them not learn Hindi. Let 
us gradually, if they want to, make 
this approach and thereby you would 
bring them nearer to each other.
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There are, of course, many other 
things 1  am not discussing the whole 
question of language, but again X 
repeat that the big thing that has 
happened in India is that the medium 
of instruction has changed from 
English to the regional languages 
Other things are secondary

Also, it was right and essential for 
this medium of instruction to change 
and for our education to be in those 
languages if we have to deal on a 
level with the masses of our people 
There is no other way Now, remem
ber, I repeat, I am partial to English, 
and I will say something about that 
presently But 1 am also partial to 
our people, the masses of this coun 
try, not because of n>y partiality for 
English or foreign knowledge or 
scientific and technical knowledge—I 
am partial for them—but I just can 
not forget that we have to carry 400 
million people with us and not an 
elite, a few thousands or even a 
million or two if you like, and you 
cannot carry them practically, psy 
chologically, emotionally in anyway 
cxcept through their language So 
vou have to deal with those langua 
ges, you have to deal not only with 
them but ourselves too 

Therefore, it is for all these reasons 
that, although Mr Anthony’s resolu
tion does not make a mighty diffe 
rence this way or that way, I do not 
think it is a wise resolution or a wise 
step to take I do not think it will 
make any difference It would not 
help the Anglo Indian community 
but it may very well hinder not the 
Anglo-Indian community, but the pro 
cess he wants to encourage by bring
ing in another bitter dispute, fears 
and apprehensions I want to avoid 
that I want natural processes and 
not make a constitutional amendment 
Suppose at the time of fram
ing the Constitution, the Constitu 
ent Assembly put m English there at 
that time, there it would have re
mained But now to go out of our 
way to put in any language will ob
viously open the doors to so many 
other languages coming m Apart from

It will be injurious to English in 
the end, because, remember, m the 
final analysis, it is no good forgetting 
that it is the non-English-knowlng 
people who will decide the fate of 
India—I do not say “Hmdi-knowing", 
bat "non English-knowing”—because 
they are the vast majority in this 
country Naturally, how can we es
cape that’  We can help them, we can to 
some extent mould their thinking and 
direct them, but the moment you 
make them feel that you are up 
against them, then you are lost, you 
will be swept, with all your English 
and everything Therefore, I do not 
thmk it is wise to raise these things

But I do think that essentially we 
have to encourage our languages, our 
education and our work must be pro* 
gressively in our languages to keep 
in touch with the people and to bring 
them into the emotional contact with 
what i& happening in your Govern
ments and elsewhere It does not 
matter I am speaking in English, it is 
because I am habituated to it, and it 
does not matter But I know that the 
right thing to do is to speak m a 
language understood by far more 
people So, I think that has to be 
done.

Dr Subbarayan referred to the offi
cial language Our Constitution has 
laid it down, for a variety of reasons 
into which I need not go, that Hindi 
should develop progressively as that, 
not because Hindi is better or more 
powerful or whatever it may be, 
than the other languages, but for 
certain very practical reasons of ex
tent etc I believe, that this should 
be done

I believe also two things _As_Jt 
just said there must be no imposition 
Secondly, lor an indehnite peruScT—I 
do~not know how Jojyj—I_sliouy KaVET,' 
I TKould have, English as an associate 

“additional language which can be 
used not because of facilities and all 
that, though there u  something in 
that, but because I do not wish the
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people of the non-Hindi areas to feel 
that certain doors of advance are 
dosed to them, because they are 
forced to correspond—the Govern
ment, 1 mean—in the Hindi langua
ge. They can correspond in English. 
So, 1 would-haae-it as an . alternate 
language as lone as .people require 

'Tranfl the decision for that. Lwould 
leave not to the Hindi-knowing people, 

"buf 'fo  foe ntw-HindEKhowing people
I will repeat what I mean Hindi 

progressively develops; 1 try for that, 
but I love English to come into the 
picture to be used as long as people 
require it Some States have follow
ed it; they can go on using it and 
gradually allow languages to develop 
and to replace English.

Having said that, I should like to 
say a few words about English itself 
Really the question of Hindi versus 
English is a very minor issue; it is 
not the real issue at all, although 
there is so much argument, if you 
look at it from my point of view, the 
way I have put it I come to English 
and its importance It is not lmpor- 
ant, if I may say so, because a number 
of people know it m India, although 
it is a factor to be remembered It is 
not important because it is the English 
of Milton and Shakespeare, although 
that also has to be considered. There 
are also great poets m other lan
guages—French, German, Russian, 
Spanish, etc, apart from Asian lan
guages. It is important because it is 
the major window to the modem 
world for us. That is why it is im
portant and we dare not close that 
window. If we close it, it is at the 
peril of our future.

We talk about our Five Year Plan, 
industrialisation, science and techno
logy. Every door of that is closed if 
you do not have foreign languages. 
You need not have English; you can 
have French, German or Russian, if 
you like, but obviously it is infinitely 
simpler for us to deal with a language 
we know than to Bhift over to German 
or Russian or Spanish. It is a tre

mendous job. Certainly we want to 
learn Russian, German, Spanish or 
whatever it is, because we deal with 
th«m in business, trade and science. 
Every competent scientist today has 
to know two or three non-Indian 
languages.

People imagine that by coming a 
large number of words m Hindi or 
Bengali or Marathi or Tamil—techni
cal and scientific words—and maybe 
by translating some text-books, you 
provide the background for scientific 
teaching Certainly, for high schools 
you do it and maybe it is nght that 
you should do so, although this busi
ness of coining words seems to me to 
have been carried on to rather absurd 
limits, making a noble language pro
gressively more and more artificial and 
ununderstandable. It is terrible and 
I think the chief persons guilty are, 
not all, but some of the Hindi enthu
siasts They make it very difficult 
re»Hy Leave out the question of 
literary forms and graces; in my own 
small way, I too am a lover of lan
guages and it hurts me, it hurts tny 
aesthetic sense, my conception of 
language, to see these artificial mons
trosities thrust upon me, put up at 
cross-roads and stations—huge long 
words, which nobody understands, not 
th£ public I do not know if the 
man who invented it understands it

It is a terrible thing and it is more 
dangerous for the Hindi language than 
anything else, because you are tying 
up Hindi with steel bonds, which 
will prevent it from growing. The 
creativeness of a language goes if you 
impose these things Language is a 
delicate flower which grows in beauty. 
You can feed it in various ways; you 
cafinot pull, tug or twist it about and 
think it will grow

Shri Narashnhan (Krishnagiri): This 
disease is spreading to regional lan
guages also.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: It is all
the worse; I am sorry. It is a bad 
thing.
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stage of our development, with our 
Five Year Plan, industrialisation, 
mechanisation, scientific progress and 
research, you cannot progress by all 
the Indian languages put together 1 
say that definitely today and if you 
want to stick to them only, without 
foreign languages, you do not go 
ahead You may have enough science 
to teach m high schools, you may 
even get some books for your ele
mentary university course All that 
should be done, but science is not the 
B A  or the BSc course Science 
today goes into the jet age, atomic 
energy, space travel, automation and 
all that It is a new age and this 
House should forgive me if I say 
something, not derogatory to the 
House, but still rather critical, and 
that is this House does not re pre
sent m numbers I mean, the scienti
fic outlook That is to say, we re
present more the literary outlook, the 
lawyers’ outlook and so on and so 
forth

Shri Hem Barua* The emotional 
too

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru The
peasant’s outlook too, which is im
portant I do not challenge that But 
I will say this I was reading a lect
ure delivered in the Cambridge Uni
versity a few months ago by an emin
ent man The lecture was called “the 
two cultures” He was dealing with 
the English scene, mind you, not 
India And he was 6aying how m 
England two cultures have developed 
which were far apart from each 
other, which did not understand each 
other, the two cultures bemg th» 
literary cultures and the scientific cul
ture And he gave examples He 
said in the hall of the big college at 
Cambridge there were dons sitting— 
the scientific dons, the mathematical 
dons and the literary and the classical 
dons and they glared at each other; 
they did not talk to each other, the 
literary and the classical people, 
Grenk and Latin and all that, on the 
one side and the scientific and the 
mathematical peopfle on the other

side They looked with contempt at 
each other And he said it is extra
ordinary these two cultures developing: 
—the literary man, he knows nothing 
about the modem scientific age and 
the scientific man knows nothing 
about the treasures of literature If 
that can happen m a country like 
England, in a city like Cambridge in ft 
college gathering, people glaring and 
not understanding each other, pro
fessors of a single college, transport 
yourself to India We are backward 
m science Our scientists apart, our 
own thinking is not scientific We use 
some of the products of science in in
dustrialisation undoubtedly We tra
vel by air, we talk about space travel 
Maybe we read some fiction, what is 
called “science fiction” or space fiction 
or something But essentially we are 
far far away from this age, the atomic 
age in our thinking Naturally, it is 
not surprising If the English liter
ary men who live m a highly indus
trialised country cannot fit into that 
mentally how much more difficult 
will it be for us who are industrially 
backward scientifically backward and" 
in other ways not used to that

We have some professors teaching 
science We have some technologists 
They are growing, of course, and 
there we are on the threshhold of an 
industrial revolution in India Now 
that industrial revolution cannot, in 
the present age— 1  am not talking of 
the future ages—be carried out, be
cause we have no literature, no langu
age We have some books on ele
mentary physics or biology or chemis
try, but this higher mathematics and 
all that is really quite beyond our 
languages, at the present moment. 
And you cannot have an industrial 
revolution unless people have access 
to these and are taught these books 
in various languages You may trans
late some You should But it is not 
enough So, without the knowledge 
of the foreign language the doors of 
the new age are closed to you, with
out the knowledge of several foreign 
languages I would say, and inevitably 
the language which is easier to you is- 
English, to come back to it
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of the industrial age and all 
tfytse other scientific developments, 
^nd when we talk about language, a 
totally new language is developing in 
the world, a language, if you like, of 
the elite, the language of the myster
ious, the high priests, which average 
people do not understand. But it is 
developing with amazing rapidity 
among the technical people, among 
the scientific men, a language largely 
of mathematical formulae. There is 
very little of the rest there It is 
chiefly mathematical formulae which 
are accepted and as only mathemlti- 
cians and physicists will understand 
and for you and me we do not just 
understand it. And this is develop
ing at a terrific pace, because it has 
to keep pace with the development of 
technology, development of so many 
other things of science and there sure
ly is going to be, I hope, one langu
age in the world, the language of the 
mathematical formulae. For that w< 
cannot have a separate language; 
otherwise, the world is lost

We talk about one world today in 
theory because of scientific advance, 
communications and all that National 
boundaries hardly count And 1 have 
no doubt that if the world survives 
long enough there will be one world 
But these national prejudices come m 
the way -and we cannot ignore them 
At any rate, let us go towards that, 
and not isolate ourselves. In this 
connection, I would say a lay small 
matter which you have decided and 
I would like to stress on that It is 
of the highest importance that you 
use international numerals progres
sively—not that you cannot use what
ever you like m the private books and 
things, I have no objection because 
that again becomes a symbol of the 
modern age, of science, of mathe
matics, of formulae and all that. You 
cannot introduce all that formulae etc. 
in the Devanagari numerals. You 
immediately get into a different world. 
You have to use it. That at least, let 
-us have in common with the world,

common in Int̂ ia to begin with. Then 
the commonness incretase*.

[At this stage the alarm of an hon. 
Member's (Seth Grovind Das’) watch 
was heard ringing].

An Hon. Member: That is a signal 
for you to stop.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I know it 
is a signal from Seth Govind Das. 
In conclusion I would venture to 
say that it is of the utmost import
ance that the people grow from their 
roots. We cannot uproot, without do
ing them enormous injury, any 
people, even the primitive people. 
We are not a primitive people We 
have 5,000 years, 40,000 years back
ground behind us. How can we up
root ourselves? It is an impossibility. 
We cannot do it The language be
comes a symbol of continuity. What 
are languages, every language, even 
the Southern languages? The 
northern languages are intimately 
connected with Sanskrit The 
southern languages are not connect
ed in that way, but in other ways.

Now, everyone knows that Sanskrit 
was the symbol and the vehicle of our 
magnificent civilisation in the past, a 
tremendous thing. Whenever I think 
of it I am overwhelmed by the 
achievement of Sanskrit It is a 
tremendous thing. Now we cannot 
leave it Let us leam it by all means. 
But our languages are a continuity, 
arc a cultural tradition from Sanskrit. 
They keep that continuity deep of the 
dim past through Sanskrit and for us 
not to lay stress on that, not to en
courage them, not to imbibe them 
ourselves means that we cut our
selves away from thousands of years 
of cultural tradition, to cut ourselves 
away from our people who have that 
cultural tradition. You may call them 
illiterate but you dare not call our 
people uncultured. They are not. 
They are full of culture even though 
they may not know how to read and 
write. So, if this continuity is broken, 
for an ancient country like us it will
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b t fetal. We dam not do tt. There- 
fore, we have to dawriop our langu
age. Therefore, we have to keep in 
-touch with the man of the people. 
Therefore, we have progressively to 
function in those languages.

Now I come back again to the second 
point, of the modem scientific jet 
atomic age. We must have a foreign 
language to o p e n  our windows and we 
must not close our minds to it.

Shri Nath Pal: The hon. Prime
Minister stated that Portuguese is the 
language of Goa. Konkani is the 
language both of tlje Hindus and the 
Christians in Goa. Portuguese is the 
language of the forces of occupation.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I know
that Konkani is the language. But 
we have said that it is entirely for 
the people there—we have said that 
as we said in the case of Pondicherry 
—that if the people there want to 
carry on with Portuguese they can do 
so.

Shri Vajpayee: May 1 ask a ques
tion of the hon. Prime Minister?

Some hon. Members: No.

Shri Vajpayee: He has just now
.stated.. . .  (Interruption).

Some Hon. Members: No questions. 
(Interruption).

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Order, order. 
I have called Shri Prabhu Narayan 
Singh for the present.
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“Any section of the citizens re
siding in the territory of India or 
any part thereof having a distinct 
language, script or culture of its 
own shall have the right to con
serve the same.**
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